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TIMOTHY R. CAMPBELL, EDITOR 

 FROM THE DESK OF THE EDITOR 
Well, it looks like CAA will finally have its own meeting place as a reasonably permanent home at 
Baldwin Wallace University in Berea! More on that below from our president! 
We have our usual features, but also have several incredible photos contributed by Dave Watkins. Find 
them in the Photo Gallery and enjoy! 
BTW, I can only publish a handful of the great pics our members take. You can see more on the club’s 
FACEBOOK PAGE and in the website. Our job at the Observer is to showcase the club’s talent and 
whet your appetite for more!  
Sad news though; we have lost a great long-time member, Carl Kelly. Our thoughts to his family. A 
fixture at many of our public events, Carl will be missed! 
I can still use material for the newsletter. Please submit any such materials to 
OBSERVER@CUYASTRO.ORG. Deadline for publication is the Thursday before our monthly 
meeting—which of course is always the SECOND MONDAY OF EACH MONTH except for 
December. We feast and frolic in December! 
For now, enjoy, and please keep looking up! (Except when walking or crossing the street!) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.cuyastro.org/
mailto:OBSERVER@CUYASTRO.ORG
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 CAA HAS A NEW HOME (FOR MEETINGS)! 
Good evening CAA Members, 

As mentioned at last month’s general membership meeting, CAA has found a new home for 
its monthly meetings at Baldwin Wallace University in Berea. Special thanks to long-time 
member Gary Kader, who is also the director at the Burrell Observatory on BW’s campus, for 
helping facilitate CAA’s move into this new space. I also want to thank our committee of 
members who worked alongside Gary to make this possible. We will be using this new 
location for our meeting coming up on this Monday, October 11th, and I wanted to share some 
information with all of you. The meeting will be held during our normal time of 7:30 PM at 
Surrarrer auditorium in Telfer Hall, which is conveniently located next to a large parking lot 
and also nearby to the Burrell Observatory. A few things to note:  

1. Gary provided the attached file which includes a campus map that highlights the location 
of the meeting space and parking. I drove out to the BW campus this past weekend for the 
first time, and even without Gary’s instructions this location was easy to spot. It’s a short 
drive down Bagley Road right off I-71.  

2. Current policy at BW is for everyone to wear a mask regardless of vaccination status, so 
please plan accordingly.  

3. We are planning to broadcast the meeting live via Zoom. As with any transition, there is the 
possibility that something could go wrong on the technology side of this. We will try our 
hardest to get this to work flawlessly, but there may be complications. I would appreciate any 
feedback that you may have afterwards.  

If you have any further questions, please contact me at president@cuyastro.org. And again, 
thanks to Gary Kader, Jay Reynolds, Tim Campbell, and Frank Shoemaker for making this 
all possible!  

Best regards,  

Trevor Braun 

President, CAA 

mailto:president@cuyastro.org
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Enter through the East entrance off the quad.  Surrarrer auditorium is right across from the entrance. 
 I suggest parking in the lot next to the observatory #5 
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PRESIDENT’S COMMENTS 
Fellow astronomers, 

As we round the corner into autumn, CAA’s busy season also comes to a close. After 
receiving disappointing news that we would not be able to meet at the Rocky River Nature 
Center any longer, the big announcement is that CAA has found a new home and partner in 
Baldwin Wallace University. Through our connection with long-time member Gary Kader, 
CAA was able to obtain access to a lecture hall that will be the new home of our monthly 
lecture series and general membership meetings. This change will bring with it opportunities 
for CAA to engage with new audiences, and to explore ways in which we can partner with the 
university to grow our club and contribute meaningfully to the community. I am very excited 
to see where this path takes us. Our first meeting in the new space will be on October 11th at 
7:30, and more detailed directions and maps will be provided via the e-mail announcement 
service and on Facebook. 

In early October, CAA also held its final public star party for the year at Letha House, which 
was unfortunately rained out. Despite the pouring rain, several dedicated CAA members 
showed up and chatted with the 20 or so guests that showed up. Pandemic and all other things 
considered, CAA has a very successful slate of public event this year, with our events 
routinely drawing upwards of 40 guests and having good to excellent weather for several of 
the events. I am grateful that we have a dedicated group of members who are willing to 
support our public programing. Public outreach has become the heart and soul of CAA, and I 
am glad to say that our programs continue to thrive. In the next week or so, I will be working 
with the Medina County Parks to set up our programming for 2023, so keep your eyes peeled 
for our 2022 and 2023 calendars to be published. 

Finally, I want to thank those of you who have engaged with the club’s Facebook pages. Our 
readership is increasing, and I have enjoyed browsing through the higher volume of photos 
that people are now posting to the group. At the last public star party of the year, we asked the 
roughly 20 people who showed up how they heard of our club and event. The answer from 
every group was Facebook. After probing a bit more, it was through the Medina County 
Parks district Facebook page, which has undoubtedly larger reach than CAA at this time. 
Furthermore, in talking to the Cleveland Metroparks about advertising future programming 
with them, I was notified that their marketing essentially consists of social media, Facebook, 
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and signage at the nature centers. It would be great if we could continue to grow our 
engagement with our public-facing page in order to draw in even more interest in our 
organization. Please consider posting any photos or articles you’re willing to share to both of 
CAA’s pages. 

Wishing you clear skies, 

Trevor Braun 

Pr 

 

 

 IN MEMORIAM 

Dear CAA members, 

It is with a heavy heart that I must announce the passing of long-time CAA member Carl 
Kelly. I’m not sure if Carl was a founding member of CAA; however if he was not, he was 
certainly an active member for many decades. Carl’s extended service to the club had earned 
him honorary lifetime membership, and I am saddened to hear of his passing. I will keep an 
eye open for information pertaining to any service that will be held in Carl’s memory which I 
will share here, and will also be starting a discussion over on the members-only Facebook 
page for people to share their memories of Carl. 

Respectfully,  

Trevor Braun 

President, CAA 

https://www.chambersfuneral.com/obituary/carl-l-kelley 

 

 PAYING DUES IN THE 21ST CENTURY 

From Trevor:  

https://www.chambersfuneral.com/obituary/carl-l-kelley
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I am pleased to announce that CAA is now able to accept electronic dues payments through 
our website via PayPal. Many thanks to Jim Guilford and Frank Shoemaker, who made this 
functionality possible. In order to make an electronic payment, you must have an active 
PayPal account, which is free and secure. PayPal reports having over 192 million active 
users, and is utilized by businesses and individuals around the world to process electronic 
payments. You may view their privacy and security policies on their 
website: https://www.paypal.com/us/webapps/mpp/paypal-safety-and-security 

  

In order to pay your dues electronically, please navigate to the “Membership” area of our 
website (cuyastro.org/membership/) and scroll to the bottom. There you will see the option to 
make a payment for each of the 3 membership tiers we offer. Simply click on  “Pay with 
PayPal” next to the membership tier you wish to purchase, and follow the on-screen prompts 
to make your payment. You will be able to pay with all major credit cards, or can link your 
bank account. In all cases, all transactions are handled via PayPal and CAA does not have 
access to any of your credit card, bank account, or personal information. The membership 
prices are also increased slightly to account for a small processing fee.  

After completing your payment a receipt will be sent to your personal e-mail, and a 
notification will be sent to CAA. Within a few days you will receive an acknowledgement 
from president@cuyastro.org, along with a fillable pdf membership form. Please fill out the 
form and return it. It will then be forwarded to our Treasurer, who will record the membership 
and mail a membership card.  

This process has a lot of steps right now, and I anticipate we will look to streamline it for next 
year. In the meantime, this will offer us greater capabilities when it comes to recruiting new 
members or providing greater options to members who do not have a checkbook.  

Please feel free to contact me with any questions.  

Trevor Braun 

President, CAA 

 

 CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE OBSERVER 
Members and Contributors! 

https://www.paypal.com/us/webapps/mpp/paypal-safety-and-security
http://cuyastro.org/membership/
mailto:president@cuyastro.org
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Up until now, I have had to cull the email threads for material. But now we have a 
dedicated email address for the Observer!  Please use this address for pictures, articles, 
comments, and basically anything you would like to see published in our newsletter. 

Observer@cuyastro.org 
 
I will still glance through the email threads, but no guarantees that I will spot everything. 
Send over to the above email address and I am certain to see it! 
Tim Campbell, Editor 

 CLEVELAND METROPARKS PERMITS 
From Trevor:  

Our overnight permit for the Cleveland Metroparks system has been approved. There have been some 
changes to the instructions we received from the Metroparks police, so I am sending them along for your 
reference:  

In order for Cuyahoga Astronomical Association to conduct programs/star gazing the following 
guidelines must be followed:  

* Permission to stay in approved areas of the park after hours for this activity requires 
notification/approval of Police at least 24 hours prior to activity call Police Dispatch at 440-331-5530 
AND email police@clevelandmetroparks.com 

* Please note display of CAA Membership Card is to be placed in window. 

* Certificate of insurance required from Cuyahoga Astronomical Association. 

* Permit holder is responsible for any violations and damage to park property. 

 Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions. 

 Trevor Braun 

President, CAA 

 

mailto:Observer@cuyastro.org
mailto:police@clevelandmetroparks.com
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CAA CALENDAR OF EVENTS AND SPEAKER PROGRAM 
Depending upon the Requirements of the Medina Park System, here is the 2021 
schedule of live events. 
 
Public Star Parties at Letha House: 
 
June 26th, 9:00-10:00 PM 
July 17th, 9:00-10:00 PM 
August 14th, 9:00-11:00 PM 
September 18th, 8:00-10:00 PM 
October 2nd, 8:00-10:00 PM 
  
Also, our Annual Convention is scheduled for Saturday, July 31st. Also to be held at 
Letha House.  Details to follow as everything these days is dependent upon Covid 
restrictions. 
 
Private Star Parties (Club Members only): 
June 12 
July 10 
August 7 
September 11 
October 9 
 
Reminder: Letha House and our observatory are located in the Medina 
County Park District's Letha House Park, 5800 Richman Rd., Chatham Twp. 
OH 44256. 
 
SPEAKERS FOR 2021 
 
October 11, 2021 
Alan Studt, club Member 
Will be discussing his Summer travels to several Dark Sky Locations—with 
plenty of amazing photos! 
 
November 8, 2021 
Frank Shoemaker, Club Member and Webmaster 
Topic TBA 
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December – No meeting. Winter Dinner! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 HIGHLIGHTS OF OUR OCTOBER SKIES 
Editor’s Note: My thanks to our past president, Bill Murmann, for his many 
contributions to the club and to this newsletter! Here is the latest from SKY & 
TELESCOPE! 

Highlights of Our October Skies 
 
 Our thanks to Sky & Telescope magazine for help with this brief list of what-to-see 
in October. —by Bill Murmann. 

*   *   * 
Orionid Meteors—During the evening of October 21-22 look for the Orionid 

meteors, especially after midnight.  The radiant will be northeast of Betelgeuse in the 
constellation Orion.  Expect to see about 10 to 20 meteors per hour.  The Orionids are 
considered part of the debris trail left behind by Halley’s Comet.  Halley’s is a 
short-period comet that comes by about every 75 years.  Its next visit will be in 2061. 

Right Next Door—The constellation Perseus to the left of Cassiopeia is home to 
Algol, the “winking star” or “Demon Star.”  Algol is a 3-star system that “blinks” every 
two to three days when the system’s primary star occults the secondary star, dropping its 
magnitude from 2.1 down to 3.4.  In mythology, Algol’s red star represents the eye of the 
monster Medusa, who was slain by the warrior hero Perseus.  Sky & Telescope magazine 
publishes a monthly table showing the times and dates for Algol’s blinks. 
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Galactic Center—Until about mid-month, we should still be able to look toward 
the center of our galaxy off to the southwest in the constellation Sagittarius.  Four great 
emission nebulas in this area should also be visible—M8, M20, M17, and M16. 

Cassiopeia’s Bounty—Sky & Telescope reports that about 106 open star clusters 
can be found around one of the legs of the familiar W constellation Cassiopeia in the 
northwest sky.  Use S&T’s Pocket Sky Atlas to locate M103 and NGC objects 663, 654, 
and 659 as a starting point. 

Cepheus’ Basement—The constellation Cepheus is supposed to represent a king.  
However, it could also be described as a house with a gabled roof.  Look in the Cepheus’ 
“basement” for treasures such as Mu Cephei, Trumpler 37, and NGC objects 7160, 7235, 
plus Delta Cephei. 

Milky Way’s Twin—Look for the galaxy NGC 7331 in the constellation Pegasus 
at RA 22h 37m and DEC +34 degrees 24 minutes.  Located about 40 million light years 
away, it is considered the twin of the Milky Way.  If your scope has a 12-inch or larger 
aperture like the club scope in our observatory, you may be able to see the galaxy’s faint 
arms under good seeing conditions. 
 Planetary Nebulas—M57 the Ring Nebula and M27 the Dumbbell Nebula are 
well-placed in the October skies.  They can be found in the constellations Lyra and 
Vulpecula respectively. 
 The Dolphin’s Variables—Sky & Telescope author Gary Seronik suggests using 
your binoculars to locate two pulsating red giants near the constellation Delphinus, U 
Delphini and EU Delphini.  You should be able to see both stars in a single binocular 
field located 2 to 3 degrees north of Delphinus. 
 Challenge Object—Use a star chart or an app to locate the star Mirach (Beta 
Andromeda) in the constellation Andromeda.   Just to the northwest of the star, see if you 
can spot the 11th magnitude dwarf galaxy NGC 404 at RA 01h 09m 27s and DEC +35 deg 
43m 04s.  You will need a 6-inch or larger scope at high magnification.  NGC 404 is a 
lenticular galaxy known as “Mirach’s Ghost.”  In 2018, a possible satellite galaxy of 
NGC 404 named Donatiello was observed. 

-end- 
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 PHOTO GALLERY 
This month, we have three amazing photos contributed by Dave Watkins. These would be amazing if 
they were taken on a distant mountaintop by Edwin Hubble himself!  But folks, Dave does these from 
his own Northern Ohio backyard (or front yard, not sure which!). Enjoy! Technical info included! 

“Abell 85 (LBN 576) 

A super nova remnant about 10,000 light years from home. The apparent 
diameter is roughly the size of the full moon.  I imaged this the first 
week in September.  Total integration time was 28.75 hours. 15.5 hours 
with my Ha filter, 10.25 hours with my OIII filter, and one hour each of 
red, green, and blue for the star color. 
 
 
IC 1396 Elephant's trunk nebula 
A stellar nursery that lies about 2400 light years from earth.  I chose 
to image this in the Hubble palette using SII, Ha, and OIII filters.  
Total integration time was 19 hours, 20 minutes.  I captured this 
mid-September. 
 
 
SH2-126 and LBN 437 
This complex lies in the constellation Lacerta and is about 1200 light 
years from earth. LBN 437 is a reflection nebula/molecular cloud.  
SH2-126 is the surrounding HII region.  I captured this image the last 
week of September.  Total integration time on this image was 35 hours 24 
minutes.  I spent over 21 hours just with a luminance (clear UV/IR cut) 
filter.  To bring out the HII region in Sh2-126 I used my Ha filter 
capturing just over 5 hours worth. Then for color, I spent 3 hours each 
with a red, green, and blue filter. 
 
 
Dave Watkins 
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Abell 85 (LBN 576) 

 

 
IC 1396 Elephant's trunk nebula 
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SH2-126 and LBN 437 

 
 

 SECRETARY’S REPORT  
Editor’s Note: We will be publishing both the minutes of the general monthly club 
meeting and then the minutes of the net month’s club board meeting. Our thanks 
and gratitude to Gale Franko for her work in taking and compiling these minutes! 

SECRETARY’S REPORT 
GENERAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING MINUTES: September 13, 2021 7:30 PM 

Cuyahoga Astronomical Association 
 

President’s Announcements:  
~Welcome to members, visitors and new members. 
~Reviewed CAA membership benefits, club website and Facebook pages. 
~Public Star Party: Saturday, September 18, 2021. 7:00 pm start time for visitors wanting help with their 
telescopes. 8:00 pm for public viewing.  
~NASA Night Sky Network presentation: Sat Sept 24, 2021 at 9pm -Planetary Defense Against Asteroids 
~Final CAA Star Party: October 2, 2021 at Letha House West. 
~New meeting location: On October 11, 2021 CAA will meet in their new location at Baldwin Wallace for 
general membership meetings. Details to be forwarded. 
 
Today’s guest speaker: Larry McHenry. “The Local Group of Galaxies” (What are they, and How to Observe 
Them) 
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Next month’s speaker: Frank Shumaker- Images over the years. 
 
Business Meeting: 
~V. President: Holiday Party will be held in December in lieu of our general membership meeting. Let Dave Nuti 
know if you are interested in attending. More information to follow. 
~Treasurer’s Report: Can be found in The Observer. The CAA membership roster has been updated. He will 
send an electronic version out to members. 
~Secretary’s Report: Minutes can be found in The Observer. 
~Observatory Director: Would like to put together a committee for 2023/2024 Solar eclipse events. Let Jay or 
Trevor know if you are interesting in participating. 
~Webmaster, Frank Shumaker: -Google groups has been shut down. 
                                                         -Activity on Facebook is increasing, 
especially on the public page 
 
Old Business:  

I. Cherry Springs update: Successful trip. Will plan again for next year. 
 
New Business: 

I. WKCY continues to partner with CAA. Note: “In The Sky” segments with Jay and Gale. 
II. Board meetings are held the Wednesday prior to general membership meetings. The location is 

varied at this time. Will communicate location with membership. 
III. New meeting location: Baldwin Wallace starting next month. Masks required. Details to follow.  

CAA would like to have a partnership with BW.   
IV. CAA is working with the Rocky River Nature Center to hold quarterly programs on Saturday 

mornings.  This will keep us connected with the park system and help with outreach and public 
education. CAA will also be able to advertise Letha House events.  The Metroparks will advertise 
for us on their web and Facebook pages.  

 
Observations: None 
 
Question: What is the phone number to contact someone at CAA?  
Answer: Currently, it is e-mail only and someone with reach out. 
Meeting adjourned at 9:00 pm. 
Next meeting to be held on Monday, October 11, 2021 @ 7:30 pm at our new location. 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
Gale Franko 

SECRETARY’S REPORT 
Secretary’s Report 
Cuyahoga Astronomical Association 
Board Meeting Minutes: October 6, 2021   7:30pm 
 
Old Business: 

I. Dues will be collected on an individual’s yearly anniversary. 
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II. An updated list of members will be kept in our “member’s only” Facebook site. 
 

III. Trevor will remind members to put pictures and appropriate communications on our “public” 
Facebook page, as well as our “member’s only” page. 

 
New Business: 

I. The next general membership meeting will take place at our new meeting location at Baldwin 
Wallace College.  
-Trevor to send out a map and address to members.  
-Alan (scheduled speaker) to contact Kai concerning equipment needed for presentation. 
-Trevor will contact Gary Kader about arriving early for set up.  
-Rich and Nancy to bring donuts.  
-Trevor plans to add a power point to aid in member communication. 
 

II. Trevor has contacted the Cleveland Metroparks about CAA having quarterly presentations at the 
Rocky River Nature Center from 10 a.m. - noon . 
-It was suggested to have 3 segments per session:  
      1) What’s in the sky for the next 3 months  
      2) A short children’s portion  
      3) An adult section (10 and above) about various topics, i.e. astrophotography,  
telescopes-geared towards the beginner, etc. 
-In the spring and summer, will schedule public star parties on the same day. 
-The Metroparks will advertise our presentations on their social media pages and in the Rocky River 
Nature center. 
 

III. The CAA Christmas party will be held at Mahle’s Restaurant (24945 Detroit Rd, Westlake, OH 
44145). Date and Time to be determined and announced shortly. Members should contact Dave Nuti 
if they are interested in attending. More specific information to follow. 

 
IV. Club merchandise-Possible items to be used for club merchandise were discussed-lapel pins, 

keychains, shirts. Trevor and Dave are looking into this. 
 

           Next Board meeting scheduled for 11/3/21 at 7:00 pm at Bob Evans in North Olmsted. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Gale Franko, Secretary 
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 TREASURER’S REPORT 
CAA Financial Report Sep-21 
Beginning Bank Bal. 8,506.78 
Beginning Petty Cash 369.57 
Total Beginning Cash 8,876.35 

  
Income - Bank  
Memberships (checks) 105.00 
Memberships (PayPal) 103.47 
Prepaid Magazine Subscriptions  
Interest 0.08 
Cash Transfer  
Donations  
Misc.  
  
Income - Petty Cash  
Memberships  
Convention (raffle)  
  
Expenses - Bank  
CAA Newsletter & Copies  
CAA Website  
Annual P.O. Box Rental   
Magazine Expense  
International Dark Sky Association  
Convention  
Misc.  
  
Expenses - Petty Cash  
Cash Transfer  
Refreshments  
  
Net Bank 8,715.33 
Net Petty Cash 369.57 
Total 9,084.90 
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 CLUB CONTACTS 
 

Contact CAA:    info@cuyastro.org 
 
President:  
Trevor Braun president@cuyastro.org 
 
Vice President:  
Dave Nuti   
 
Editor of the Observer:  
Tim Campbell     observer@cuyastro.org  
 
Treasurer: 
Jim Bartell  treasurer@cuyastro.org 
 
Secretary: 
Gale Franko 
 
 
Members at Large: 
Kai Getrost                 
Frank Shoemaker  
Jay Reynolds 
Observatory Director: 
Jay Reynolds  
Hospitality: 
Rich and Nancy Whisler 
Education Director: 
Nora Mishey 

  

mailto:info@cuyastro.org
mailto:president@cuyastro.org
mailto:observer@cuyastro.org
mailto:treasurer@cuyastro.org
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 CAA 2021 MEMBERSHIP FORM 
2021 Cuyahoga Astronomical Association Membership Form 

 
Date: __/__/__ 
Name:________________________________________________________ 
Address:______________________________________________________ 
City:_____________________________ State:__ ______ Zip Code: ________ 
Phone:_________________ E-Mail:_________________________________ 
 

MAY WE PUBLISH YOUR PHONE (Y/N) AND/OR 
E-MAIL (Y/N) IN OUR MEMBERSHIP LISTING? 

 
Membership Level: __ $10 Student  __ $25 Individual __ $30 Family        $___.__ 
 
The CAA Newsletter, The Observer, is available free of charge on our website, 
www.cuyastro.org. For a hard copy mailed to you, please include $15.00          $___.__ 
 
Magazine Subscriptions: 
PLEASE INCLUDE YOUR SUBSCRIPTION NUMBER IF RENEWING 
 
Astronomy Magazine – 12 Issues at $34.00            $___.__ 
__ New Subscription  __ Renewing Subscription Number ____________ 
 
Sky & Telescope – 12 Issues at $43.95              $___.__ 
__ New Subscription  __ Renewing Subscription Number ____________ 

 
 TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED: $___.__  

 
 
How did you hear about us? ______________________________________ 
 
 
 
Please make checks payable to:  Cuyahoga Astronomical Association 
      P.O. Box 868 
      North Olmsted, OH 44070 
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